INTRODUCTION
In many parts of Croatia distribution MV network is built in regions with hills or mountaines with sparsely densied villages. Some lines are built for feeding only one object like TV transmitter or air navigation equipment (e.g. VOR) on top of mountaines. Typical view of such region and part of network (region Kalnik in distributive firm in Bjelovar) is shown on Fig. 1 and 2 . It is seen part of topografic details with clearly shown very steep terrain ( Fig. 1) and division of network into two parts: part in valley and part on hills (Fig.  2) . Also the line to TV transmitter on top of mountain is seen. There are much higher regions with MV lines like mountain Biokovo (Fig. 3 ) which are about 2000 m high.
Line outages and faults in high-altitude regions have been studied for a long period of time in attempt to reduce them at a lowest level. Because of great changes and improvements in insulation coordination practice in last few decades it was possible to introduce different kind of protective measures based on different methods of studying the problem. One typical case of insulation coordination of high-altitude line will be described with more details in the following topic. It is called "Case-study" and described MV line on mountain Biokovo which is situated in the middle of Adriatic coast. For that region data on lightning activities are used by help of Italian CESI-SIRF LLP system. In northern Croatia as the basis for lightning data was used Hungarian LLP system based in their Institute OMSZ. As an example one typical lightning day is shown on Fig. 3 on which some towns from northern Croatia are shown, including its capital Zagreb.
In this introductory topic it is necessary to point out that in the last years some new documents have been issued dealing with some aspects of s.c. high-altitude insulation coordination. All those documents [4, 5, 7-9] have been used in the last recommendations for the selection of measures for design of lines and for overvoltage protection. Finally, it is decided to use measuring method in styding the possible level of slowfront overvoltages in mentioned case-study and the results and 
CASE-STUDY: BIOKOVO MOUNTAINE MV LINE
As one example will be given some details of overvoltage protection of 10 kV line on mountaine Biokovo which serves for feeding of TVand radio transmitters. Todays configuration of line is shown on Fig. 3 The result of cutting cable in sections and introducing SiC arresters was good with reduction of number of outages and internal faults in cable. But with time due to ageing of arresters and other equipment the number of faults again has been risen but the locations of faults have been moved mostly within s.c. cable houses. Typical view of fault within house may be seen on Fig. 4 with holes on metal doors caused by flashover between door plate and peak points on 10 kV isolator. Ten years ago it was concluded to introduce MOV heavy-duty arresters instead of old classical arresters. The view on position of set of three arresters is shown on Fig. 5 . It is visible that the space for arresters such as other HV equipment in cable houses is very, very limited. Ther number of earth faults was reduced below 2 in average yearly in the last decade. But it was noticed that due to degradation of MOV arrester characteristic in due time it was necessary to replace them in the average rate of 4,8 single units yearly.
That fact was also considered unsatisfactory for such important line feeding RTV transmitter and it was decided recently to study the possible source of energy overheating of arresters caused by internal slow-front overvoltages during cable line switchings [1]. In accordance with planned reconscruction of substation St. Jure on top of Biokovo mountain it was decided to study the level and characteristics of slow-front overvoltages caused by intentional or unintentional switchings of cable line. It is expected relatively high level of switching overvoltages in isolated 10 kV network with great capacitive earth-fault currents.
C C I I R R E E D D
In experimental study in live network slow-front overvoltages have been recorded during in-and-out operations of 10 kV switchgear in substation Makarska using sevaral different line configurations (open line end, line + transformer, part of line with provoked earth-fault etc.). Each experiment have been repeated several times so it was possible to collect samples and process them statistically. The main results are given in Table 1 and some interesting results on Fig. 6 and 7 . 
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